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The employment-at-will doctrine allows employers to terminate an employee for any reason
without providing the employee with a warning. An example of a legal case involving the
employment-at-will doctrine is Comerford v. International Harvester. In this 1938 Alabama
Supreme Court case, the court dismissed the plaintiff’s complaint in which he alleged that he
was terminated by a supervisor who sought revenge because the supervisor was unsuccessful
in seducing the plaintiff’s wife. While the employment-at-will doctrine is still in effect in the
21st century’s second decade, it has been limited by employment legislation and court rulings
which protect employees, for example, from being discharged for refusing to perform illegal
acts for employers as well as preventing employers from terminating employees for bad faith
reasons or for those motivated by malice.

In this well-organized and crisply-written article, Dr. Rafael Gely, the James E. Campbell
Missouri Endowed Professor of Law and the Director of the Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution at the University of Missouri School Of Law; Dr. Robin A. Cheramie, Associate
Professor and Chair of the Department of Management and Entrepreneurship at Kennesaw
State University, and Dr. Timothy D. Chandler, the Catherine M. Rucks Professor of Man-
agement and Associate Dean of the E. J. Ourso College of Business at Louisiana State
University, appraise the status of the contract law exception to the employment-at-will doctrine
by analyzing the 134 court cases that raised a contract claim argument and that were publicly
reported during 2008. The authors restricted their search of cases to one calendar year in order
Bto make the data collection manageable.^

Gely, Cheramie, and Chandler discover that employers are successful in most of the cases
irrespective of the facts and arguments presented by the plaintiffs. They argue that employers
can minimize wrongful discharge contract claims by providing Bmore honest and transparent^
communications with employees regarding the employment relationship. If employers follow
such advice, the authors conclude that employees will have Bmore complete information about
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their employment status^ which will place them in a better position to determine if they should
investigate other approaches for protecting their job security such as organizing unions.

I welcome employment relations scholars from around the globe to contribute future essays
analyzing any employment-related topic from a wide variety of theoretical perspectives.
Moreover, if any of the journal’s readers would like to respond to particular essays or articles
published in the BPerspectives^ Section, please do not hesitate to contact me with your
proposal. I welcome both practitioner-based and scholarly-based articles. I hope that you
enjoy this essay and find it most illuminating.
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